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ActiveM20.dll

6.4.92

08/07/2015

I1508002

Validation has been added to the Inventory Allocation form to ensure the
Lot/Serial inventory quantity specified against a Service Order is not reduced
below the amount that has been sent to related Credit Notes.

08/07/2015

I1507185

An adjustment has been made to ensure that the Activity Log form load the
correct contacts informaiton.

6.4.128

08/06/2015

I1508013

6.4.129

08/12/2015

I1504033

Corrected a problem related to Excel and Query Controlled Filtered
properties when the new application preference: "Enable Config property
validation when loading or saving a configuration" is off.
The standard run quantity will now be defaulted to 1 when creating a new
product line item.
Modified to ensure that the validation routine for the Config Routing data that
runs during saving uses a reliable field when linking back to the Config BOM
data.
Corrected a problem when reading expressions containing wildcard
characters from Excel.
Corrected a problem when reading expressions containing carriage returns
and wildcard characters from Excel.
Modified to allow Query Controlled Filtered properties to launch the lookup
value form.

ActivityLog.ocx

6.4.2

Config.dll

I1508071

6.4.130

08/14/2015

I1508077
I1508056

6.4.128

08/06/2015

I1508032

CreditNote.dll

6.4.81

08/07/2015

I1508036

When launched from search or service order, the credit note form will now
successfully load the user defined values control.

08/07/2015

I1507185

The Activity Log spread will now reload correctly.

I1507185

Launching Activity Log via the Add Activity button will now populate the
Transaction combos with the related information.

I1506181

In the event of a lost connection, it will now be restored before
CommonServices features are accessed from Search.

CRM.dll

6.4.92

JobCosting.dll

6.4.50

08/07/2015

Seradex.CommonServices.dll

6.4.27

08/06/2015
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Seradex.Connection.dll

6.4.19

08/06/2015

I1506181

When gathering the current connection string, the system will now check for
an active database connection, and use its value.

I1505238

Corrected a problem in one of the right-click menu options of the grid settings
saving functionality.

I1505238

Modified to implement the search based grid settings saving functionality.

I1507185

Correction has been made to the Contact form ensuring that the system is
gathering the correct link id when launching the activity log form.

Seradex.Search.dll

6.4.52

08/06/2015

Seradex.Win.Purchasing.dll

6.4.2

08/06/2015

sxMaintenance.dll

6.4.93

08/07/2015
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